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Executive Summary

The Common Core State Standards in Mathematics (CCSS-M) were released in 2010 with a goal to improve critical thinking skills and prepare all students to thrive in college, careers, and as informed citizens.\(^1\) The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) followed in 2013. Most states across the country adopted the standards, which brought ambitious new targets for both students and teachers, but there has been little evidence about whether instructional practices improved.

Existing studies on the CCSS-M have focused almost exclusively on changes in average test scores across states as a whole—and those results have shown a mix of slightly positive, negative, and no changes. They tell us little about which strategies for implementing the standards might have been effective, as they do not account for the variation that exists across schools and districts within those states. They also tend to focus on one part of the standards—the content standards (the content students should learn at each grade level), and say little about outcomes from the practice standards, which provide goals around cognitively demanding math and science proficiencies (e.g., ability to reason abstractly, critique arguments, construct explanations) that cut across content areas.\(^2\)

Making deep changes in instructional practice is challenging, and policymakers often underestimate what it takes to realize large-scale change.\(^3\) New standards by themselves cannot raise student achievement—they depend on the work of districts, schools, and teachers to interpret the standards and effectively shift instructional practice.\(^4\) The standards describe what students should know and be able to do, but how to achieve instructional change was largely left up to districts.\(^5\) This study provides a summary of what happened in one district—Chicago Public Schools (CPS)—as district staff and educators worked to promote change in instructional practices in math and science aligned with the new standards.

Chicago’s plan placed a strong emphasis on the practice standards—working to change the ways students experienced math and science instruction. The district used a teacher-leader model in which multiple teachers from each school participated in workshops and professional learning communities around the standards, and then those teachers were tasked to support school-wide change with their colleagues. The district also provided an online repository of resources, called the Knowledge Center, which included instructional materials, curriculum recommendations in math, and materials to support school-wide collaboration and sharing. Using districtwide surveys of students in grades 6–8, conducted annually from 2011 through 2018; annual data on student achievement; surveys of teachers in the 2014–15 and 2017–18 school years; and interviews of teacher-leaders, school principals, and district officials, this study examines the results of district efforts to implement the CCSS-M and NGSS standards.
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It is not possible to fully separate the effects of standards implementation strategies from the many other district policies that were enacted at the same time—the changes could have been due to these other policies, or to the combination of all of them. Changes in science and in high school math instruction that were found here are consistent with successful implementation of the standards, but may have resulted from other policies enacted simultaneously. Of note, in the middle grades, it was possible to conduct analyses that specifically examined the influence of professional development around the standards in math on student achievement. Those analyses found significantly more improvement in math instructional practices and student achievement in schools with more extensive professional learning around the standards than in other schools in the district.

Key Findings

Math and science instruction improved in Chicago during the years of standards reform, based on student survey reports of their classroom experiences. Students reported more frequently engaging in standards-aligned instructional practices over time, compared to similar students in the same schools in earlier years. Math instruction improved more at schools serving students from the least economically resourced neighborhoods than at other schools, and differences in the frequency with which high- and low-achieving students engaged in standards-aligned practices in their math classes diminished considerably. In science, there were improvements in instruction across all schools, with changes similar regardless of school characteristics or student achievement level.

Professional learning—defined broadly to include teacher collaboration, coaching, and workshops—was the most important support strategy for instructional change. Teachers who reported engaging in more professional learning around the standards also reported more frequently using standards-aligned practices in their classes. Professional learning showed a much larger relationship with teachers’ use of a recommended core curriculum in math, or their use of instructional resources. School-based professional learning, including collaboration and coaching, was an important part of professional learning around the standards, and showed a stronger relationship with practices than workshops alone.

In interviews, teacher-leaders identified collaboration with knowledgeable colleagues as the factor that led to the most substantial changes in instruction in their school. At many schools, multiple teacher-leaders from the same school attended professional development around the standards together. Some school principals were also able to participate in learning communities around the standards with their teacher-leaders. Having multiple colleagues training and working together helped create collective efficacy and buy-in so that teachers could experiment with new practices with support from others.

Collaboration around instructional improvement required dedicated time, multiple people with expertise, buy-in, trust, and administrator support. Through interviews, teacher-leaders described the many ways they tried to enact instructional change in their school. They felt the greatest change came from collaborative work, but the degree to which they could collaborate with others around instructional change depended on other conditions in the school, including administrator support, staff commitment to changing practice, trusting teacher relationships, dedicated time to work on instruction, and knowledgeable colleagues who could be true collaborators. Much of teacher-leaders’ work involved building these supports to have better conditions for supporting collaboration.

Instructional resources provided by the district were helpful for implementing strong practices when they were instruction-ready, while other resources showed a null or negative relationship with practices. In math,
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teachers and principals described instruction-ready resources such as Math Talks and MARS tasks as “game changers,” and teachers who used those resources were more likely to implement standards-aligned practices. They noted that it was easy to see how the materials fit with different standards, and that students enjoyed using them. In science, the resources available at the time data were collected for the study (2017–18) mostly focused on the scope and sequence of topics in the content standards, and required teachers to figure out how to apply them in the classroom. A greater use of those resources was associated with less frequent use of standards-aligned practices. Using a district-recommended, CCSS-M-aligned curriculum also did not show an independent relationship with practices, after taking into account that teachers who participated in more professional learning around the standards also were more likely to use a recommended curriculum.

**Instructional practices mattered for student achievement.** In schools where students and teachers reported frequently using standards-aligned practices in their math and science classes, there were stronger gains on assessments than in schools where few students or teachers reported frequent use of standards-aligned practices. Among students who initially had low- or average-test scores, gains on the NWEA-MAP in math were stronger in sixth and eighth grade at schools with more standards-aligned instruction, as were gains on the ninth-grade PSAT in mathematics. There were also larger gains on the science strand of the PSAT/SAT in high schools with more standards-aligned practices in science classes.

Overall, this study shows that large-scale instructional change is possible when key supports are in place. Changing practices mattered for students overall, improving average learning gains, and mattered most for students who did not already have high achievement, thus improving educational equity. The district put resources towards the goal of changing instructional practices, providing workshops, networks, and curricular resources, and worked with university partners to develop an implementation strategy that emphasized innovating, collaborating, and sharing in schools. Those elements of implementation seemed to be most crucial for change. The district strategy of sending multiple teacher-leaders to professional learning, in particular, allowed for productive collaboration in schools around standards-aligned instruction. However, this required time from teachers, and in some schools, teacher-leaders and principals said they did not have sufficient time to dedicate to instructional change given many other competing priorities. Instructional resources helped teachers modify their instructional practices when designed in a way that made them very easy to use, and the combination of high-quality resources with professional learning showed the strongest relationship with standards-aligned instructional practices. At the same time, there was considerable variation across schools in teachers’ participation in professional learning and the degree to which teacher-leaders could promote change in their schools. School and district leaders might consider how they could support instructional change broadly by ensuring each school has multiple teacher-leaders receiving training on standards-aligned instruction, broad buy-in for instructional change, and sufficient time to collaborate.
Introduction

Illinois adopted the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) in 2013, and the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) one year later. The CCSS-M and the NGSS not only called for changes to what is taught through content standards but also required changes in how math and science are taught, laying out what students should be able to do with the content they learn through the standards for mathematical practice in the CCSS-M and the scientific and engineering practices in the NGSS. The CCSS-M, for example, called on teachers to move from asking students for an answer to asking students to form arguments, defend their positions, and explain their problem-solving process.\(^8\) NGSS are equally ambitious and required teachers to change their practice from teaching facts to challenging students to investigate phenomena, form arguments and conclusions, and engage in productive discourse.\(^9\)

Teachers implementing new reforms must balance the demands of time and energy to shift practice with their many other responsibilities.\(^10\) Standards-aligned instruction has proven challenging nationally, especially in terms of the practice standards. While teachers report making changes to their teaching,\(^11\) they have found it difficult to engage students in the conceptual processes that the CCSS-M and NGSS demand.\(^12\) The new standards were intentionally constructed to allow for flexibility in implementation across districts and schools. Therefore, we can expect the effects of the new standards on student outcomes to vary widely, depending on which implementation strategies districts used. The limited research on how student outcomes have changed in response to the new standards have shown mixed results, with math scores failing to rise nationally, after falling in the first year the CCSS-M were widely implemented. As a result, some policymakers are at a point where they have given up on the standards, with the former U.S. Secretary of Education proclaiming, “Common Core is a disaster. And at the U.S. Department of Education, Common Core is dead.”\(^13\)

Walking away from significant investments in the Common Core standards may be premature without understanding how they have been implemented and influenced instruction and student learning. While the standards were adopted by states, how to implement them in schools has been largely left up to districts.\(^14\) Districts could support instructional change through many different mechanisms, which would influence whether or not they were successful. Most of the research on the CCSS-M examines whether there were state-wide changes. This study provides a very different way of looking at the results of standards implementation, taking an in-depth examination of what happened in the middle and high school grades in one large district—Chicago Public Schools (CPS). In Chicago, we were able to leverage a large array of data to get a detailed look at the outcomes of standards implementation across the district—data which are largely not available in other places.
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This report summarizes the findings of a multi-year study to learn about the district’s plans for implementing the CCSS-M and NGSS, how the plans were enacted by schools, and whether there were changes in students’ experiences and achievement in their math and science classes in the middle and high school grades. To do this, researchers interviewed district leaders and staff, as well as university partners that worked with the district to develop implementation plans, to understand the various mechanisms through which the district was promoting instructional change. Findings from those interviews were used to construct survey questions to discern how teachers’ experiences corresponded with the district plans. The questions were then embedded in the teacher version of the 5Essentials Survey, a districtwide survey administered annually to both students and teachers. Researchers also interviewed a number of school principals and teacher-leaders in the 2017–18 and 2018–19 school years to understand in more depth how they viewed and experienced the process of standards implementation. In addition, researchers looked at whether there were changes in students’ reports of their experiences in their science and math classes from before and after standards implementation, based on annual student responses to the 5Essentials Survey. Researchers also analyzed the relationships between instructional practices with student achievement.

This report summarizes findings, addressing questions that include:

1. What was the Chicago plan for standards implementation?
2. Did students’ reports of instruction in math and science classes change with implementation of the standards?
3. Which implementation supports were associated with greater use of standards-aligned instructional practices?
4. Were standards-aligned instructional practices related to learning gains?
5. What did teachers say were barriers to instructional change, and what was helpful for changing practice?
Data Used for This Study

This report summarizes findings from four more detailed manuscripts, listed below. Data used in our analyses included:

**Interview data with district leaders and university partners on the district plan.** To understand and document the district plans for standards enactment, researchers conducted eight interviews: six district leaders (the directors of the Science and Mathematics departments, and two specialists on each team), and two university partners who worked closely with central office staff to develop plans around standards reform.

**Survey data on teachers’ experiences.** Survey responses of teachers to the annual 5Essentials Survey were used to discern teachers’ experiences around standards implantation, as well as the instructional practices used in their classrooms. In spring 2018, the survey contained questions about both the CCSS-M and the NGSS. Response rates among teachers were 70 and 80 percent in 2018, however, to decrease the burden on survey respondents, teachers who taught both math and science were randomly assigned to answer questions about only one subject, leading to survey responses from about 60 percent of the teachers who taught either subject.

**Survey data on students’ experiences.** Student survey responses on the annual 5Essentials Survey were used to capture their experiences in their math and science classes, including the frequency in which they engaged in standards-aligned practices. Student survey response rates ranged from 74 percent to 83 percent for the surveys administered in the spring of 2011 through 2018.

**Administrative data on student achievement and background.** Administrative data provided information on student test scores in math and science.

**Interview data with school principals on school supports and barriers.** Researchers interviewed 12 principals across five networks in the 2017-18 school year to understand school leaders’ perspectives of standards implementation, including the key supports and barriers influencing their school’s implementation of each set of approaches.

**Interview data with teacher-leaders on their experiences changing their own instruction and promoting change in their schools.** The research team conducted in-depth interviews with 16 teacher-leaders in the fall of 2018, including seven math teacher-leaders and nine science teacher-leaders representing 13 CPS schools located across 11 of the 13 CPS geographic networks. Of these schools, six served students in grades 9-12, four were in grades pre-K-8, and three were in grades 7-12.

**Corresponding Manuscripts:**

1. **Allensworth, E., Cashdollar, S., & Gwynne, J. (2021)**
   Improvements in math instruction and student achievement through professional learning around the Common Core State Standards in Chicago. *AERA Open, 7*(1), 1-19.

2. **Cassata, A., & Allensworth, E. (2021)**

   Supporting change in instructional practices to meet the Common Core Mathematics and Next Generation Science Standards: How are different supports related to instructional change? *AERA Open.*

CHAPTER 1

Implementation Plan

What was the Chicago plan for standards implementation?

After Illinois adopted the CCSS-M in 2013, the CPS Department of Mathematics launched a multi-year effort to support teachers’ transition to the new standards (see Figure 1). The first teacher-leader workshops on the math standards were offered in 2013, which schools could participate in on a voluntary basis. By 2015, the district expanded teacher leader workshops on the CCSS-M to all schools in the district. The district took a similar approach to support the transition to the NGSS. After the science standards were released in 2013, the district developed teacher-leader workshops that were fully implemented by 2016. Their focus was on helping teachers modify their instructional practices so that students would develop the procedural and conceptual understanding called for by the practice standards.

The district’s professional learning program emphasized “high quality” instruction, and creating equitable, student-centered learning environments through the Teaching for Robust Understanding (TRU) Framework. The district partnered with local universities to develop and provide content for professional development sessions in math, which was also informed by Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching. When the state adopted the NGSS, the district took a similar approach to implementation in science.

The district also provided resources to support instruction through a website called the “Knowledge Center.” These included a list of recommended K-12 math curricula aligned to CCSS-M, as well as standards-aligned lessons, instructional units, and student activities for implementing strong practices in mathematics. During the years of this study, instructional resources were very limited in science. The Knowledge Center also housed tools for conducting peer observations and sharing formative feedback. Professional development sessions often helped teachers use the materials provided by the Knowledge Center and the resources it contained to support professional learning within schools.

A primary feature of the professional learning program for both math and science was a teacher-leader model. Teacher-leaders had opportunities to attend workshops and participate in professional learning communities. They were expected to develop their own classroom practice to better align with the goals of the standards and support colleagues in their schools to make instructional improvements. The district also offered a number of voluntary standards-focused workshops and opportunities for professional development and collaboration that teachers could attend if they were not designated teacher-leaders. Teachers
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**FIGURE 1**

Timeline of Standards Implementation in Chicago

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Common Core State Standards in Mathematics Released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>CCSS-M Workshops Begin in CPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Full CCSS-M Implementation in CPS; Expanded Professional Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>CPS Fully Implements NGSS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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became leaders not through a change in their formal roles or responsibilities, but through their participation in professional learning (PL) experiences that positioned them as sources of expertise. In math, two or three teachers from every school were designated teacher-leaders who could attend Teacher Leader Institutes (TLIs). There were fewer resources available for NGSS implementation, with the result that the science TLI program was limited to about one-quarter of schools. However, the district sponsored other standards-focused science PL opportunities for all teachers, and for particular teacher groups based on grade level or disciplinary content area, developing “pockets” of science teacher-leaders in addition to those trained through the TLIs. There were also workshops for school leaders and network chiefs, and some schools were part of “deep support” networks, where they received extra opportunities for professional learning through university partnerships. In math, schools in “deep support” networks had opportunities for school teams that included both teachers and administrators to participate in professional learning together.

High-quality instructional practices were a major component of the TLIs across all years, and TLIs in 2014–15 and later years also included topics around how to share learning at the school level (e.g., working with adult learners), and supporting professional learning with colleagues through public practice. Following the TLIs, teacher-leaders were expected to share their learning with other teachers and administrators in their building by collaborating to review student work, inviting a peer into their classroom to observe, observing another person’s classroom and providing constructive feedback, or engaging others in informal conversation about what they were learning. By providing aligned professional development opportunities, resources, and professional communities of practice, teacher-leaders were being prepared to work to improve their own instructional practices, and to collaborate with colleagues to promote instructional change in the school. The goal was to see instructional change aligned to the practices in the CCSS-M and NGSS (see Figure 2).

Teachers’ and principals’ reports of their experiences were consistent with the district plan. On the 2017–18 5Essentials Survey, teachers reported engaging in the types of professional learning that were intended by the district plan, and their most frequent sources of professional learning around the standards came from interactions with school colleagues. In both the middle grades and the high school grades, and in both math and science, many teachers reported frequently participating in collaborative planning time and classroom observations with other teachers. More teachers reported that “developing high-quality instructional practice” was a substantial emphasis of their professional learning around the standards than other topics (see the Supplemental Appendix for details).

“**This [strategy] was going to be about high-quality instruction. Then if the materials changed, the standards changed, if anything — the assessment — changes, it doesn’t matter because this is still good teaching.”**

— CPS District Leader
The principals interviewed for this study reported that the workshops and some of the materials for supporting instructional change were helpful for supporting changes in instructional practice among their teachers. At the same time, they varied in the degree to which they felt there were enough opportunities for professional learning to support the changes that were needed, and there were limitations to how well they felt their school could implement the teacher leader model. More information about principals’ perspectives and the district plans are available in the paper, Century, Cassata, & Leslie (2018, April 14). Teacher-leader perspectives from interviews are described further below.

### Key Components of Chicago’s Implementation

- **Emphasis on practice standards**, including high-cognitive demand tasks, promoting student discourse, using formative assessments.
- **Network-based teacher-leader model**: A system for developing teacher-leaders with the expectation that these leaders should spread knowledge, resources, and instructional practices to other teachers in their schools.
  - District-supported courses, workshops, institutes, and professional learning communities building capacity to implement high-quality instruction.
  - Emphasis on experimentation and sharing among teachers as opposed to a uniform approach.
  - Emphasis on creating equitable, student-centered learning environments through the TRU Framework.
  - Training for multiple teachers from the same school to build a professional community around instructional change.
- **PL Experiences for some network and school administrators**: District-supported courses, workshops, institutes, and professional learning communities building capacity to support high-quality, standards-aligned math and science instruction.
  - **Math**: A list of recommended K-12 curricula aligned to the CCSS-M.
  - **Math**: Instruction-ready materials to support standards-aligned math practices, such as Math Talks and MARS tasks, tied to professional development.
  - **Science**: Resources during the time of this study were in the early stages, mostly scope-and-sequence documents; fuller sets of resources added in later years.
- **Knowledge Center**: District-supported website housing district-developed and/or curated tools and resources promoting high-quality, standards-aligned instruction.
  - Tools for peer observations and formative feedback.
- **Emphasis on experimentation and sharing among teachers as opposed to a uniform approach.**
- **Emphasis on creating equitable, student-centered learning environments through the TRU Framework.**
- **Network-based teacher-leader model**: A system for developing teacher-leaders with the expectation that these leaders should spread knowledge, resources, and instructional practices to other teachers in their schools.
  - District-supported courses, workshops, institutes, and professional learning communities building capacity to implement high-quality instruction.
  - Emphasis on experimentation and sharing among teachers as opposed to a uniform approach.
  - Emphasis on creating equitable, student-centered learning environments through the TRU Framework.
  - Training for multiple teachers from the same school to build a professional community around instructional change.
CHAPTER 2
Instructional Practices
Did students’ reports of instruction in math and science classes change with implementation of the standards?

Each year, students in grades 6-12 answer questions on the annual 5Essentials Survey about their experiences in their math and science classes. Questions about how often they engage in specific instructional activities have been asked on the surveys since before the state adopted the new standards. Over time, since the adoption of the standards, students have reported engaging more frequently in practices aligned with the standards in their math and science classes than before the standards were adopted.

In math, there was a small increase in students’ reports of practices aligned to the standards in the first year that workshops were offered around the CCSS-M (2012–13), and middle grade students reported much more frequently in practices aligned with the standards in the first year of full implementation (2014–15) and in each of the subsequent years (see Figure 3). High school students reported engaging in standards-aligned practices in their math classes much less frequently than students in the middle grades, but their reports also increased beginning in 2015–16, and continued to increase through the 2017–18 school year. A prior study found that elementary teachers were more enthusiastic and engaged in preparing for the CCSS-M than high school teachers, and student reports of their instruction are consistent with those patterns.15

Equity in students’ experiences in their math classes improved over time. Prior to the adoption of the CCSS-M, students with high achievement reported much more frequently engaging in standards-aligned practices than students with low-achievement. These differences narrowed considerably over time. All students reported engaging in standards-aligned practices slightly more frequently after CCSS-M implementation than they did in earlier years, but the changes were largest among students with low test scores. In fact, by 2017–18, in schools where teachers reported extensively participating in professional learning around the CCSS-M, low-achieving students reported more frequent use of the practices in their math classes than high-achieving students did in schools where teachers reported limited professional learning around the standards (see the Supplemental Appendix and Allensworth, Cashdollar and Gwynne, 2021 for details).

Student Survey Questions about Standards-Aligned Practices in Math

In your MATH class this year, how often do you do the following:
(Never, Rarely, Sometimes, About half the time the class meets, About every time the class meets)

- Write a few sentences to explain how you solved a math problem.
- Explain how you solved a problem to the class.
- Write a math problem for other students to solve.
- Discuss possible solutions to problems with other students.

- Apply math to situations in life outside of school.
- Solve a problem with multiple steps that takes more than 20 minutes.
- Write a few sentences to explain how you solved a math problem.

15 Cowhy & Gwynne (2017).
The district provided extra professional learning opportunities for schools in particular networks, and they prioritized schools serving greater numbers of students with low test scores and students who were economically disadvantaged. Consistent with these efforts, there were larger improvements in mathematics instructional practices in schools serving students living in neighborhoods with the highest poverty rates (see the Supplemental Appendix for details).

In science, students also reported more frequently engaging in scientific practices over time. The survey questions asked of students about activities in their science classes were consistent with NGSS goals around active engagement through hypothesis/question generation, writing about science, and making interpretations with data, but they were less strongly aligned with the NGSS than the questions in math were aligned with the CCSS-M. In the middle grades, students' reports of science practices increased over time, showing the largest increases in the same years as seen with changes in math practices, 2012–13, 2014–15, and 2017–18 (see Figure 4). In the high school grades, the largest increase in practices reported by students occurred in the first year of full NGSS implementation, 2015–16, with another substantial increase in 2017–18.

As seen in math, middle grade students reported more frequently engaging in scientific practices than high school students, and the increases were larger in the middle grades than in high school.

Changes in math and science instructional experiences were significant, even after considering other potential influences. Using statistical models, the study examined whether the changes in students' reported instructional experiences could have been due to changes in the background characteristics of the students attending the middle grades (e.g., different students attending CPS over time), students taking different types of classes, or changes in which schools students enrolled in over time (e.g., students moving into newly-opened schools). The changes in instructional experiences remained statistically significant.

Other district policies and practices changed simultaneously in the district with standards reform, including the implementation of the REACH teacher evaluation system, new discipline and social-emotional learning policies and supports, and changes to district accountability systems. It is not possible to completely disentangle the effects of the different policies on student outcomes. We can say that students increasingly experienced standards-aligned instruction in
In your SCIENCE class this year, how often do you do the following:
(Never, Rarely, Sometimes, About half the time the class meets, About every time the class meets)

- Generate your own hypotheses
- Use evidence/data to support an argument or hypothesis
- Find information from graphs and tables
- Use laboratory equipment or specimens
- Write lab reports

**FIGURE 4**
Students Engaged in Standards-Aligned Scientific Practices More Frequently Over Time

*Student reports of practices in their science classes, controlling school fixed effects and student backgrounds*

Note: Values are based on statistical models that controlled for school fixed effects and student characteristics including race, gender, socioeconomic status, grade level, and the type of science class in which students were enrolled. Average scores on the science practices measure were significantly different from 2011-12 in all years with the exception of high school reports in 2012-13.

Their math and science classes during the period of time when standards implementation and all of the other policy reforms occurred. In addition, in the case of math instruction in the middle grades, we conducted analyses that specifically showed that professional learning around the CCSS-M was related to the improvements instruction and student outcomes (see the box titled Professional Learning and Middle Grade Math Achievement on p.16).
In the first year of CCSS-M implementation, 2014–15, there was considerable variation across schools in the degree to which middle grade math teachers reported participating in professional learning (PL) around the standards. This allowed researchers to isolate changes in students’ reports of their instructional experiences, and changes in student achievement, based on the degree of teacher participation in professional learning around the standards in the school. Details of the study are available in Allensworth, Cashdollar and Gwynne (2021).

There were significantly larger improvements in students’ reports of the frequency of their engagement in standards-aligned math practices after CCSS-M implementation (2014–15) in schools where teachers reported more PL around the standards than in schools with limited standards-focused PL. There were also larger improvements in multiple measures of math achievement. Overall, annual gains on the MAP increased by about 0.06 standard deviations more in schools with extensive PL than schools with limited PL. Math GPAs increased by about 0.13 GPA points more in schools with extensive PL than schools with limited PL. Math course pass rates increased by 3-4 percentage points more among students with low test scores (in the bottom third of students) in schools with extensive PL relative to schools with limited PL around the standards, and improved by 1.5 percentage points among students with average achievement.
CHAPTER 3

Implementation Supports

Which implementation supports were associated with greater use of standards-aligned instructional practices?

Standards do not change instructional practices by themselves; improvements in instruction require investments in supports such as instructional materials and professional learning (PL). Knowing which supports are most helpful is important to discern the relative value of investing time and money into them. In this study, researchers examined the degree to which CPS teachers’ participation in district-led standards-focused PL and use of district-recommended, standards-aligned instructional resources were related to their use of standards-aligned instructional practices as reported on the 2018 5Essentials Survey.

Teachers’ instructional practices were more strongly related to their PL around the standards than to their use of a recommended core curriculum or other instructional resources. This was true in both math and in science, and in high schools and in elementary schools (see Figure 5). The more that teachers reported emphasis on CCSS-M/NGSS topics in PL, or the more frequent participation in PL opportunities around the standards, the more frequently they reported using standards-aligned math and science practices.

Both workshops and collaboration were related to stronger practices, although collaboration showed a stronger relationship. The combination of workshops and collaboration showed the strongest relationship. Furthermore, the relationship of professional learning with instruction was just as strong among teachers who reported many barriers to standards implementation as among teachers who reported few barriers.16

Studies in other places have also found significant relationships between professional learning around the standards and student instructional experiences and outcomes.17

Instruction-ready resources were related to standards-aligned instructional practices, while scope-and-sequence resources were not. Teachers who reported using supplementary materials available on the Knowledge Center in math also reported their students participating more frequently in CCSS-M-aligned math practices. These resources included MARS tasks and Math Talks, and teachers who reported using those resources also reported more frequent overall use of standards-aligned practices in their classes, especially in the middle grades (see the Supplemental Appendix for more details on the use of Math Talks and MARS tasks). The principals and teacher-leaders interviewed for the study also described the MARS tasks and Math Talks as extremely helpful for changing instructional practices (see description below, and also Century, Cassata, and Leslie, 2018, April 14).

Among science teachers, a greater use of supplementary resources from the Knowledge Center showed a negative relationship with NGSS-aligned practices. Even among teachers with substantial PL around the standards, a greater use of the Knowledge Center resources was not associated with stronger practices. As discussed below, these resources required teachers to figure out how to modify their instruction, making it more difficult to plan instruction, rather than making it easier for them to enact new practices. Since the time data were collected for this study, the district has expanded the resources available for science teachers.

16 Teachers answered questions asking how much each of the following was a barrier to standards implementation: Not enough time to collaborate with other math teachers; being held accountable for student assessments that are not aligned with CCSS-M_M (math only); inadequate professional development on math/science instructional practices; students’ inadequate preparation in prior grades; lack of administrator support for changing instructional practice; students’ wide-ranging instructional needs; too many other competing job demands; not enough time during class to get through the lesson.

17 Kane et al. (2016); Shernoff, Sinha, Bressler, & Schultz (2017); Tyler, Britton, Iveland, Nguyen, & Hipps (2018).
FIGURE 5
Professional Learning Showed Stronger Relationships with Instructional Practices than Core Curriculum or Other Recommended Resources

![Bar graph showing relationships of implementation supports with teachers' instructional practices, net of use of other implementation supports.]

Relationships of implementation supports with teachers' instructional practices, net of use of other implementation supports
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Professional Learning Opportunities Around the Standards
Use of Knowledge Center Materials
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Professional Learning Opportunities Around the Standards
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Note: Relationships come from coefficients of a model that predict teachers' reports of their use of standards-aligned instructional practices in spring 2018 with their reported use of each of the implementation supports, controlling for teacher characteristics (grade level, teacher leader status) and school characteristics (average student social status, neighborhood poverty, average prior math score, and students' reports of instructional practices in 2017). Analysis is based on responses from 2,033 math teachers in grades 6-12. All coefficients except use of core curriculum are significant at p<0.05.

The contrast that exists in the first several years of standards implementation is useful for considering the impact that different kinds of resources can have—resources that are designed to improve instruction might have the opposite or null effect if they increase the workload on teachers rather than making it easier for them to enact new practices.

Curriculum use alone was insufficient for improving instructional practices. The Knowledge Center provided a list of recommended curricula for CCSS-M instruction. Among teachers with similar participation in PL around the standards, those who reported using a core curriculum did not report a greater use of standards-aligned practices than those who used a different curriculum. The combination of more PL and use of a core curriculum was not related to stronger practices than PL alone. Studies outside of Chicago also did not find significant effects on student outcomes from changing to a new textbook in response to standards, or using a curriculum that was designed pre- vs. post-CCSS-M.18

Further details of the analysis of implementation supports and teachers' instructional practices are available in Allensworth, Cashdollar, and Cassata (2021).

18 Kane et al. (2016); Blazar et al. (2019).
CHAPTER 4

Learning Gains

Were standards-aligned instructional practices related to learning gains?

More frequent use of standards-aligned instructional practices should lead students to have a deeper understanding of mathematical and scientific concepts, but teachers and school administrators might wonder whether that deeper learning is reflected on the standardized assessments for which they are held accountable. Researchers looked at whether there were differences in test gains in schools where either teachers or students reported high overall use of standards-aligned practices relative to schools with less frequent use of standards-aligned practices. Statistical models compared similar students in similar schools—controlling for students’ prior year test scores, demographic characteristics (race, ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic status), and school characteristics (prior year average test scores, racial composition, average socioeconomic status of students).

There were significantly higher gains on standardized assessments in schools where either teachers or students reported more frequently engaging in standards-aligned practices in their math. Figure 6 shows the degree to which learning gains were different from the district average at schools where many teachers reported using standards-aligned practices in 2017–18, relative to the district average.

In math, in sixth and eighth grade, gains were significantly higher on the NWEA-MAP in schools where more teachers reported using standards-aligned practices. Among students with low prior test scores, gains were also higher on the ninth-grade PSAT in math in high schools where more teachers reported using standards-aligned practices in their math classes. On average, students' scores increase by about 0.30

FIGURE 6

Schools Where Teachers Reported Frequent Use of Standards-Aligned Practices Showed Stronger Gains on Assessments Than the District Average

Test gains in schools where teachers report more standards aligned practices, relative to district average

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Math</th>
<th>Grade 6** (NWEA)</th>
<th>0.010</th>
<th>Grade 7 (NWEA)</th>
<th>0.031</th>
<th>Grade 8*** (NWEA)</th>
<th>0.036</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grade 9* (PSAT)</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>Grade 10 (PSAT)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Grade 11 (SAT)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Grade 10** (PSAT)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Grade 11* (SAT)</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ^not significant overall, but significant at p<0.01 among students with below-average prior achievement. Gains are based on the NWEA-MAP in grades 6-8, the PSAT in grades 9 and 10, and the SAT in eleventh grade from 2017 to 2018. Science scores are based on the SAT/PSAT science strand. These come from a model that controls for student's score in the same subject test the prior year, with the exception of ninth grade where student’s eighth-grade NWEA-MAP score in math is used as the prior score. The models also control for students' race, ethnicity, economic background, special education status, and school-economic composition (mean poverty and mean social status), racial composition, and average test score in the prior year in the school. Standards-aligned practices are measured by teachers’ responses to questions about how often their students did particular standards-aligned activities. About 60 percent of teachers answered these questions in the survey. Improvement in gains compares a school one standard above the mean to the mean.
standard deviations a year, so the differences suggest gains were 10 percent higher in schools with greater use of standards-aligned instructional practices than typical in an average school, and 20 percent higher than in a school with low frequency of standards-aligned practices. Teacher reports were based on only about 60 percent of math teachers in a school—this might lead to an underestimate of the relationship between test gains and practices. Using student reports instead of teacher reports of instructional practices in a school as the measure of instructional practices, we find that the relationships are larger, and significant in seventh and ninth grade, as well as sixth and eighth grade (see the Supplemental Appendix for details, as well as Allensworth, Cashdollar & Cassata, 2022).

Tenth- and eleventh-grade math gains were not significantly related to either student or teacher reports on instructional practices. These differences might reflect very different practices in tenth and eleventh grades among math teachers in geometry, algebra II, and pre-calculus classes, such that there is less consistency by school.

The degree to which a school as a whole used stronger instructional practices was most consistently associated with stronger math gains for students with low and average achievement, than for students with high achievement. In fact, learning gains for students with high prior test scores were not significantly related to school-wide instructional practices at any grade level. This could be because students with high achievement are more likely to encounter standards-aligned instructional practices in their classrooms than other students, even in schools with weaker instruction overall. For students with low prior test scores in sixth and eighth grade, gains at schools with strong instructional practices were especially large—20 percent larger than the district average and 40 percent larger compared to schools with infrequent use of practices. See the Supplemental Appendix and Allensworth, Cashdollar & Cassata (2022) for specific results.

In science, schools where teachers reported using more NGSS-aligned practices showed larger gains on the science strand of the PSAT and SAT. The science strand of the PSAT/SAT combines items from across the subtests in reading, writing, and math to produce a science strand score. For example, they include in the science score questions from the reading section that ask students to delineate the experimental process described in a text, analyze data from research or a graphical figure, or determine which conclusion is supported in a study’s findings. These gains were also about 10-20 percent larger in schools with more frequent standards-aligned instructional practices than an average school, and 20-40 percent larger relative to schools with weak or inconsistent standards-aligned practices. Unlike in math, the size of the gains was similar among students with different prior test scores.

---

19 College Board (2015).
A few years after states adopted the Common Core State Standards, about two-thirds of math teachers across the country felt that they did not have a high level of preparation to teach the new standards—especially the practice standards—and were particularly concerned about their preparation to support students with a range of abilities. ²⁰ Similarly, the most common barriers to standards implementation identified by CPS teachers on the 2018 5Essentials Survey were around students’ wide-ranging instructional needs and students’ prior preparation. Across the country, the majority of teachers implementing the NGSS also reported the need for additional professional development. ²¹

In interviews, Chicago teacher-leaders described students’ preparation as a barrier in terms of their ability to engage in open-ended tasks without a clear answer, more so than their knowledge of particular content or skills. Teachers believed their students felt uncomfortable engaging in mathematical and scientific practices to investigate problems and build conceptual understanding of core ideas. Math teachers explained that students were used to being taught procedures and then told whether or not they got the right answer. Under the new standards, students became frustrated with the need to persevere in problem-solving and construct their own explanations. As one high school math teacher said, “I think that it has been difficult for our students to make that transition. They’re very accustomed to asking the question, ‘Is this the right answer? How do I get this? I don’t know how to do this.’” Science teachers also reported that students struggled with the transition from being instructed about content to constructing their own explanations, insisting “You’re the teacher, tell me.” Because student-led problem-solving could be time-intensive, teachers reported it was difficult to help students with pre-existing knowledge differences catch up to grade-level content. Teachers also found it difficult to adjust to variation in the amount of time different students needed to construct explanations, which posed problems for classroom management.

Over one-half of survey respondents also reported too many competing demands was a moderate or major barrier to standards implementation, and this came out as an issue in teacher leader interviews. Both math and science teachers felt stretched in a number of different directions, reporting that there were simply “not enough minutes in a day” to make all the instructional changes they envisioned around the standards on top of their other district and school responsibilities. Several teachers reported that their colleagues, especially veteran teachers, were hesitant to invest too much of their already-limited time into aligning instruction to the standards that they thought may or may not be replaced within a few years. In science, high school teachers struggled to balance students’ need for instruction aligned to science AP and SAT subject tests. Because there was no district science assessment, teachers felt strongly pushed to prioritize responsibilities other than aligning instruction to the NGSS. Even when additional professional learning (PL) opportunities were made available to them, some teachers reported not having time to participate as much as they wanted to.

Teacher-leaders identified collaboration with knowledgeable colleagues as most critical for instructional change. Teacher-leaders highly valued what they learned from the PL experiences provided by the district. They felt they received support as they developed and

²⁰ Hamilton et al. (2016); Swars & Chestnut (2016); Kane et al. (2016); Makkonen & Sheffield (2016); Scholastic & the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (2014).
tried out new techniques from the university partners and informal education institutions that were providing professional development. PL communities provided opportunities for ongoing collaboration with other expert teachers in their district networks, and some teachers also continued to engage with Central Office staff after a PL session had ended. These relationships provided continued access to resources and strategies for supporting standards-aligned teaching and assessment.

Teacher-leaders found it particularly beneficial when multiple staff members from the same school could experience PL together. As one teacher put it, “It was nice to go with my colleagues because if I didn’t understand something, I had someone there to help me understand how to roll out a lab or how to explain it or, you know, multiple resources to help support the learning.” Having multiple teachers who had attended professional learning also helped build momentum for change in their schools. Whether teacher-leaders had other colleagues who were working on instructional change made a big difference for their feelings of efficacy in shifting their instruction. Collaboration was necessary because the changes that teachers were being asked to make in their instruction were very difficult to implement. They also found it beneficial to make their practice open and transparent by documenting strategies and observing one another.

Teacher-leaders identified instruction-ready math resources as helpful. Math teacher-leaders noted that use of a district-approved curriculum helped build vertical alignment and horizontal alignment within schools, ensuring teachers covered all of the grade-level content standards by the end of the year. However, the instructional resources in the Knowledge Center (e.g., Math Talks and MARS tasks) were particularly helpful for changing instructional practices, allowing them to focus more on teaching than on figuring out what to do in each class. They appreciated both the large quantity of resources and their utility. Teacher-leaders felt students enjoyed the supplemental materials, which required them to persevere in problem-solving at an appropriate level of challenge. One teacher referred to the materials as “life changing,” while a principal described them as a “game changer.”

Unlike math teachers, science teachers felt they had to figure out how to build standards-aligned lessons, activities, and assessments with little guidance, which became a source of stress. In schools that had a science curriculum, teachers worked to supplement and align the curriculum to the NGSS, and some found it helpful to attend professional development offered by district partners on making these adaptations. Others reported that their school either had no curriculum, or had a curriculum that needed heavy modifications in order to align with the NGSS, and they built most materials from scratch. Given the major shifts in instructional design required by the NGSS and the lack of guidance in constructing aligned resources, this process was a heavy lift on top of teachers’ other responsibilities.

Teacher-leaders’ work to support school-wide change was facilitated by school-wide buy-in and structures for collaboration. In interviews, teacher-leaders discussed promoting instructional change in their schools through a number of different practices, such as advocating for change, providing individual support, inspiring others, sharing with colleagues, and working in collaboration. Consistent with the survey analysis, teacher-leaders believed the most large-scale changes in their schools occurred when teachers worked in collaboration, helping each other to create, implement, or reflect on shared projects, products, or practices. However, collaboration was only successful when teacher-leaders had other knowledgeable colleagues who could support each other, time for collaboration, trust among teachers who were collaborating, a commitment to change, and administrator support. (See the Supplemental Appendix for definitions of teacher leader practices and school supports.)

In schools where collaboration was encouraged and supported, teacher-leaders discussed the importance of having regular opportunities for exchanging resources, materials, and ideas to improve instruction throughout the school day. Much of this collaboration time was informal, taking the form of lunch meetings, consultations during prep time, or other check-ins throughout the day. But they also noted how important it was to have dedicated time for learning and adapting lessons, and for collaborating with other teachers, within the school day.
In some schools, teachers were able to point to school structures for collaboration that facilitated innovation and change in teachers’ instruction. In other schools, the lack of structures for collaboration was seen as a barrier.

Much of the work of teacher-leaders involved building better supports and structures, rather than directly working on instruction, so that they and others could more effectively engage in collaboration and broad sharing of practices. For example, advocating for change could build administrator support, and broader staff commitment to instructional change. Providing individual support could lead to more trusting relationships, and more trusting relationships could lead other teachers to be inspired to learn more. Figure 7 shows this process of building supports through practices, and facilitating practices through supports as a continual process of building. The practices do not have to build from one to the other; different teacher-leaders take different steps. However, the practices represented further to the right represent a deeper engagement around change in the school and require a broader range of supports. The stronger the supports in the school, the more time teacher-leaders could spend in those practices that directly influenced instructional change, rather than building the supports needed to engage in those practices.

For further details on teacher-leaders’ reports of supporting instructional change, see Cassata and Allensworth (2021).

**FIGURE 7**
Teacher-Leader Practices Were More Influential When They Had Broader Supports in the School

*Model of teacher-leader practices and school supports*

**TEACHER LEADER PRACTICES**

- Advocating for Change
- Providing Individual Support
- Inspiring Others
- Sharing with Colleagues
- Working in Collaboration

**SCHOOL SUPPORT PRACTICES**

- Administrative Support
- Staff Commitment
- Dedicated Time
- Knowledgeable Colleagues

Note: Practices further to the right reflect practices associated with more extensive change in the school, and generally require a broader range of supports to be successful. The stronger the supports at the bottom of the figure, the easier it is to engage in the practices above. Teacher-leaders may engage in different combinations of practices, not necessarily progressing from left to right. The three practices on the left can be done without administrator support, but administrator support makes those practices more likely.
CHAPTER 6

Interpretive Summary

In the years since adopting the CCSS-M and NGSS, educators nationwide have attempted to improve instruction and student learning using different standards implementation strategies, with little evidence of changes in student achievement overall. In Chicago, students increasingly engaged in instructional practices consistent with the new standards, and showed improvements in achievement.

We don’t know whether there were other districts with successful implementation. The studies that exist in other places examine states as a whole, and focus on changes in the content standards, comparing the state standards before and after—not whether instruction actually changed, and whether it changed in ways other than shifting content. Importantly, improvements in instructional practices during this time in Chicago also could have been driven by other district changes; instructional practices improved from 2013 through 2018 during a time of multiple changes in district policies and supports. However, some of the decisions Chicago made around implementation deserve consideration for future efforts to implement instructional change.

It could be that CPS emphasized what ultimately matters most for student engagement and learning—high-quality instructional practices. It is possible that raising content standards without improving the quality of instruction does little to benefit students. Studies of prior policies intended to raise rigor in math classes have even found null or negative effects on low-achieving students. Furthermore, a rigorous study of Common Core instruction that primarily focused on the content standards found no relationship between the alignment of teachers’ instruction to the content standards and student academic gains. Yet, as shown in this report, schools where either students or teachers reported more extensive instruction aligned to the practice standards showed larger annual gains on assessments than schools with less extensive use of those practices.

The district took an approach to teacher learning that allowed for experimentation and learning from failure. Rather than training teachers to implement curricula in a prescribed way, the district encouraged teachers to “try out” practices and share what worked with others. That can be frustrating for teachers and involves considerable uncertainty, but it also mirrors the goals of the Common Core State Standards for students—where students are presented problems and given support to find different solutions themselves. Instructional change involves numerous risks for teachers, and this process minimized the risks that are inherent in trying new practices, allowing teachers to do what they felt they could, based on support from their peers, and to build on what worked for them.

22 Allensworth, Nomi, Montgomery, & Lee (2009); Clotfelter, Ladd, & Vigdor (2015); Gamoran & Hannigan (2000); Simzar, Domina, & Tran (2016).

As a point of contrast, in 2006–09, CPS tried implementing a well-funded, ambitious strategy for instructional improvement in math, science, and English in 43 high schools with academically demanding, inquiry-based curriculum, technology-rich materials for implementation, common assessments, directed professional development, and intensive coaching (Instructional Development Systems, or IDS). While many teachers started off with enthusiasm about the new curriculum, they struggled to implement the challenging, student-centered tasks, and by the end of the year, many had reverted to traditional ways of teaching, and after three years the strategy was abandoned. The history of education reform has many of these kinds of examples, of what has been called in improvement science as “implementing fast, learning slow,” where full-scale implementation results in little learning or improvement. The opposite is to “start small and learn fast,” for example, through a networked improvement community that focuses on a common aim (e.g., new instructional practices), guided by an understanding of the problem, where implementers share knowledge as they learn from implementing what works in different contexts. While not a formal networked improvement community, the district’s implementation process had elements that were similar.

Training teams of teacher-leaders, or teachers and administrators together, was beneficial when it happened. Teacher-leaders found collaboration with colleagues to be extremely helpful if colleagues were knowledgeable, and there was a focus on improving instructional practices. When teacher-leaders reported having colleagues to turn to for support and knowledgeable feedback in this difficult work, they had more collective efficacy to support their own instructional change, and to support change throughout their school. Those teacher-leaders who were alone in their positions in their school had to spend much of their time trying to build supports for collaboration and sharing, rather than directly working on instructional practice.

The types of materials available to teachers mattered considerably. The availability of ready-to-use resources in math for promoting student discussion and problem-solving around multiple solutions made it easier for teachers to try new techniques. Materials that were not ready-to-use in science created more stress and meant less time to figure out how to support all students to engage in more difficult work. The TRU and Danielson frameworks integrated into the professional development around the standards further supported the emphasis on instructional practices and helped connect standards implementation with other district policies.

Administrator support was critical for promoting instructional change. Teacher-leaders not only needed their principals to support the goals of the standards, but to work with them to establish support structures around collaboration and learning, setting goals around instructional change in the school, and making sure there was dedicated time for professional learning and support for facilitating those meetings. Given the importance of administrative support in creating conducive school contexts for effective teacher leadership, districts might consider the best ways to involve principals and other administrators with decision-making authority in district-wide change initiatives, raising awareness of what makes for supportive school conditions for teacher-leaders to effectively facilitate instructional change.

26 Bryk et al. (2015).
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